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Abstract As one of promising clean and low-emission

energy, wind power is being rapidly developed in China.

However, it faces serious problem of wind curtailment,

particularly in northeast China, where combined heat and

power (CHP) units cover a large proportion of the district

heat supply. Due to the inherent strong coupling between

the power and the heat load, the operational flexibility of

CHP units is severely restricted in winter to meet the heat

supply demand, which imparts considerable stress on the

wind power connection to the grid. To promote the inte-

gration of wind power and enhance the flexibility of CHP

units, this paper presented a method of heat and power load

dispatching by exploring the energy storage ability of

electric heating boilers and district heating systems. The

optimization results indicate that the proposed method can

integrate additional wind power into the grid and reduce

the coal consumption of CHP units over the optimized

period. Furthermore, the thermal inertia of a district heating

system is found to contribute more to the reduction of coal

consumption, whereas the electric heating boilers con-

tribute to lower wind curtailment.

Keywords Wind power integration, Combined heat and

power, Electric heating boiler, Thermal inertia

1 Introduction

China currently ranks as the world’s largest emitter of

greenhouse gases. In 2013, the CO2 emissions of China

were almost 10 billion metric tons, accounting for 29% of

the world’s total emissions [1]. Facing increasing pressure

to reduce CO2 emissions, China has announced an inten-

tion to constrain its CO2 emissions peak to approximately

2030 [2]. Wind power, constituting clean and low-carbon

energy, is being rapidly developed in China. In 2010, China

achieved the world’s largest installed wind power capacity

with 41.8 GW [3], which increased to 147.7 GW by the end

of 2015 [4]. In wind-rich regions such as Jilin Province,

located in Northeast China, the capacity of installed wind

power is almost 40% of the peak load [5]. According to

China’s medium- and long-term renewable energy devel-

opment plan [6], the total installed wind power capacity of

China is planned to reach 200 GW in 2020.
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However, wind power in China, particularly in North-

east China, is facing a serious problem of wind curtailment

[7]. In 2015, the annual wind curtailment ratio of Jilin

province was as high as 32% [8]. The main reason is that

more than 70% of the heating load in winter is supplied by

centralized coal-fired combined heat and power (CHP)

units, the electricity generation of which is severely

restricted by their heat load [9], leaving little space for

integrating wind power. Consequently, even during the off-

peak hours of winter, the CHP units still cannot reduce

sufficient power generation in order to meet the heating

demand. The strong coupling between power and heat load

restricts the operational flexibility of CHP units and causes

severe wind curtailment [10]. This restriction has become a

bottleneck for the continual development of China’s wind

power.

To integrate additional wind power into the grid, an

effective method is to introduce additional heat suppliers

into the heating system to decouple the power from the heat

supply. References [11] and [12] proposed a system using

electric boilers with heat storage tanks and demonstrated

that this system could make a contribution to consume

additional wind electricity. The electric boilers could

increase the wind electricity consumption and enhance the

flexibility of CHP units by replacing part of the heat pro-

duced by CHP units. Reference [13] developed a dispatch

model to optimize the heat and power production from

multiple sources, including CHP units, electric boilers,

wind power and conventional units. This study demon-

strated that electric boilers with heat storage tanks were

effective at reducing wind curtailment and primary energy

consumption. Reference [14] also introduced electric

boilers and developed a stochastic partial equilibrium

model of the power system. The results showed that the

electric boilers could replace part of the heat production of

oil-fired heat boilers and CHP plants and were beneficial

for the integration of wind power and fuel saving. Fur-

thermore, electric boilers and heat pumps have also been

reported [15–22] to promote wind power integration. Ref-

erence [23] described a combination of electric boilers and

wind generators that exhibited satisfactory performance in

integrating wind power.

In addition to the use of heating equipment, the sub-

stantial energy storage potential existing in the district

heating network has recently gained much attention. B. Qin

et al [24, 25] found that fluctuations of supply water tem-

perature in the main pipe network have a limited influence

on the indoor temperature; thus, the thermal inertia of a

heating network can be integrated to increase the flexibility

of CHP units and reduce wind curtailment. In [7], the

thermal inertia of indoor air and thermal comfort of end

users were considered to reduce the heat dependence of

CHP units and facilitate energy conservation. With the goal

of minimizing the operational cost, W. Ji [26] developed an

optimization model to use additional wind energy in which

the inertia of a heating network was also involved. How-

ever, in the research of grid optimization, the two major

methods of electric heating units and the thermal inertia of

heating networks have not been compared simultaneously.

Additionally, the models of thermal inertia of heating

networks used in current research typically do not consider

the heat storage ability of buildings, which is a critical

factor in heat storage.

To promote the integration of wind power in Northeast

China, this paper presents an optimization method for heat

and electricity joint dispatching in which the electric

boilers and the thermal inertia of the heating network and

buildings are considered. Here, the electric boilers are used

as wind power consumers and additional heat sources,

while the thermal inertia of the pipelines and the buildings

is analyzed using a detailed model to reflect the thermal

inertia of the building structure, indoor air, and pipelines as

well as the delay of water flow. In addition, the thermal

comfort of end users in different time sections of the day is

also considered to take advantage of the fluctuation of wind

power and enhance the flexibility of CHP units.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the

structure of the heat and electricity joint optimization

model is illustrated. The mathematical model of electricity

and heat supply is described in Section 3. The impact of

introducing electric boilers and considering the thermal

inertia of a heating network and buildings is illustrated by

case studies in Section 4, and the results are discussed in

Section 5. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section 6.

2 Energy system and assumptions

The energy system is presented in Fig. 1. The electricity

is generated by CHP units and a wind turbine and then

transferred to the end users by the grid. It is essential to

satisfy the electricity demand all the time of a day. The

theoretical wind power generation load is predicted

through wind and weather conditions, and the wind power

used to supply power and heat does not exceed the theo-

retical value.

Fig. 1 Illustration of the energy system
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In heat transfer systems (see Fig. 2), heat is supplied by

CHP units and electric boilers equipped with heat storage

tanks. The heat storage tanks can store surplus wind power

by heating water during off-peak hours in order to replace a

proportion of the CHP heat production, increasing their

flexibility. It is assumed that the power used by electric

boilers comes entirely from wind energy. The heat sources,

both electric boilers and CHP units, produce hot water or

steam and heat the water in the main pipeline network

through heat exchanger stations. The temperature of the

supply water in the main pipeline network can be adjusted

by changing the extraction flow rate of heating steam from

the CHP and the supply water temperature from the electric

boiler; the water flow rate in the main pipeline is assumed

to be stable. In the main pipe network, circulating hot water

is driven by pumps to heat up the branch pipe network

through secondary heat exchangers. Subsequently, the hot

water is transported to the end users, warming the buildings

in general. The heat demand is determined from the out-

door temperature and the comfort requirements of end

users over different times during the day.

3 Mathematical model

3.1 Objective function

Since wind power does not release CO2 directly, to

realize energy saving and CO2 mitigation in such energy

systems, the optimization objective of our research is to

minimize the coal consumption of CHP units, expressed as:

Coalsum ¼
XT
t¼1

XN
i¼1

Coalðt; iÞ ð1Þ

where N is the number of CHP units; Coalsumis the total

coal consumption of all CHP units during the optimization

period T; Coal t; ið Þis the coal consumption of CHP unit i at
time t, which can be calculated as:

Coalðt; iÞ ¼ aPCHPðt; iÞ þ bQCHPðt; iÞ þ c ð2Þ

where PCHP t; ið Þ and QCHP t; ið Þ are the gross power output
and the heat supply of CHP unit i at time t, respectively; a,
b and c are the coefficients.

3.2 Constraints

The model is subjected to physical and operating con-

straints that include the electricity demand, feasible

operation ability of CHP units, wind power generation

capacity, the characteristics of electric boilers with a heat

storage tank and comprehensive district heating systems.

3.2.1 Electricity balance

Electricity is produced by wind power and CHP units

and transferred to end users through the grid. The elec-

tricity load is transiently balanced:

EloadðtÞ ¼ ð1� aÞ Pwind;eðtÞð1� bwindÞ
�

þ
XN
i

PCHPðt; iÞð1� bCHPÞ
#

ð3Þ

where Eload tð Þ is the total electricity demand of the grid;

Pwind;e tð Þ is the gross output of wind power integrated into

the grid; a is the line loss ratio; bwind and bCHP are the

auxiliary power ratio of wind power and CHP units,

respectively.

3.2.2 CHP units

3.2.2.1 Feasible operation scope For a CHP unit, the

electricity and heat generation are coupled, implying that

the total power output and heat output is mutually restricted

(see Fig. 3); the relationship is described in (4) and (5):

PminðQCHPðt; iÞÞ\PCHPðt; iÞ\PmaxðQCHPðt; iÞÞ ð4Þ
QminðPCHPðt; iÞÞ\QCHPðt; iÞ\QmaxðPCHPðt; iÞÞ ð5Þ
where Pmin QCHPðt; iÞð Þ and Pmax QCHPðt; iÞð Þ are the mini-

mum and maximum gross power output, respectively, of

CHP unit i when its heat output is equal to QCHPðt; iÞ;
Qmin PCHPðt; iÞð Þ and Qmax PCHPðt; iÞð Þ are the minimum and

Electric
boiler CHP

Backwater

Pipeline network

Supplywater

Qloss(t)

Qp,loss(t)

Heat
exchanger

Heat
exchanger

Heat
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users
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OutdoorQinput(t)

Supplywater
Tw(t)1

Tw  (t)M

ex2η ηex1η ex1

QCHP(t)Qeboiler(t)
Tw(t)k

Tw    (t)
k+1

Fig. 2 Illustration of the heat transfer system
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maximum heat output, respectively, of CHP unit i when its

gross power output is equal to PCHPðt; iÞ.

3.2.2.2 Ramping constraints The ramping constraints are

also considered; these restrict the incremental and decre-

mental speed of the power output of CHP units within

certain limits for safety:

PCHPðt; iÞ � PCHPðt þ 1; iÞ�DPdown ð6Þ
PCHPðt þ 1; iÞ � PCHPðt; iÞ�DPup ð7Þ
where DPdown is the decremental speed limit and DPup is

the incremental speed limit.

3.2.3 Wind power

In general, the available wind power output can be

predicted based on the wind and weather conditions.

However, some of the wind power will be abandoned if it

cannot be integrated into the grid. In this paper, considering

wind curtailment, the total effective wind output, i.e., the

power integrated to the grid and power used to heat electric

boilers, should be not greater than the available wind

power output, which is described in (8):

PwindðtÞ�Pwind;eðtÞ þ Pwind;HðtÞ ð8Þ
where Pwind tð Þ is the available wind power output;

Pwind;e tð Þ is the wind power integrated to the grid and

Pwind;H tð Þ represents the wind power used to heat electric

boilers.

3.2.4 Electric boilers with heat storage tanks

In this paper, electric boilers are equipped with heat

storage tanks (see Fig. 4), which can store energy by

heating water in tanks when there is surplus wind power.

When heat is required, hot water in the tanks can provide

heat to the heating network. The heat balance of electric

boilers with heat storage tanks can be described using (9)

and (10).

Pwind;HðtÞgeboilergex0 ¼ QeboilerðtÞ þ QtankðtÞ ð9Þ
QtankðtÞgex0Dt ¼ Mtankcw Ttankðt þ 1Þ � TtankðtÞ½ � ð10Þ
where QeboilerðtÞ is the heat supplied to the main heating

network by electric boilers; QtankðtÞ is the heat supplied to

the heat storage tanks; Mtank is the water mass in the heat

storage tanks; Ttank tð Þ is the water temperature in the tanks

at time t; cwis the specific heat capacity of water;Δt is the
time step; geboiler and gex0are the efficiency of the electric

boilers and heat exchangers, respectively.

The water temperature in tanks is limited by the fol-

lowing constraints in (11)-(13):

Ttankðt þ 1Þ � TtankðtÞ�DTup ð11Þ
TtankðtÞ � Ttankðt þ 1Þ�DTdown ð12Þ
TtankðtÞ� Ttank;max ð13Þ
where Ttank;max is the highest water temperature in the tanks

and DTup and DTdown are the maximum temperature incline

and decline speed, respectively.

3.2.5 Heating network

We idealize the heating network as a pipeline loop with

constant diameter, in which heat is transferred from heat

sources (i.e., CHP units and electric boilers) to water in the

pipeline, then from water to heat sinks (i.e., heat users)

when the water flows from the heat sources to the heat

sinks (see Fig. 2).

If we ignore the variation of water density in pipeline,

the flow is taken as one-dimensional incompressible flow.

We also assume that the water flow rate in the pipeline is

constant and the energy input/output changes only the

water temperature. The pipeline consists of steel tube and

insulation layer, which are assumed to be isotropic (see

Fig. 5). Because the insulation layer has a large heat

resistance and small heat capacity, we ignore heat storage

in the insulation layer. Furthermore, we assume that the

temperature of the surroundings does not change.

Therefore, the dynamic heat conservation of the water

and pipeline are described by (14)-(16):

Feasible operation scope

Qmax(P(t))
Pmin (Q(t))

Q(t)

P(t)

Qmin(P(t))

Pmax(Q(t))

Heat output (t/h)

Po
w

er
ou

tp
ut

(M
W

)

Fig. 3 Feasible operation scope of CHP units

Heating network

Electric boiler
Heat storage tank

)Qtank(t

Qeboiler (t)

Pwind,H (t)

Heat 
exchanger

Heat 
exchanger

Ttank (t)
Heat 
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Fig. 4 Illustration of electric boilers with heat storage tanks
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oTw
ot

þ u
oTw
ox

¼ HðTp � TwÞ ð14Þ

oTp
ot

¼ H1ðTw � TpÞ þ H2ðTsoil � TpÞ ð15Þ

H ¼ awpDin

Swcwqw

H1 ¼ awpDin

Spcpqp

H2 ¼ asoilpDout

Spcpqp

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

ð16Þ

where Tw, Tp and Tsoil are the temperature of water,

pipelines and soil, respectively; u is the water flow speed at

the cross-section; αw is the heat transfer coefficients

between the water and pipe; αsoil is the heat transfer

coefficient between the insulation and soil; Din and Dout are

the inner and outer diameter of pipelines, respectively; Sw
and Sp represent the cross-sectional area of the water flow

and pipelines, respectively; cw and cp are the specific heat

capacity of the water and pipelines, respectively; qw and qp
are the density of the water and pipelines, respectively.

3.2.5.1 Heat balance of water We divide the pipeline

into M sections, each with a length of L. Therefore, using
the first-order upwind difference, the dynamic heat con-

servation of water, i.e., (14), can be described by (17)-(19):

uSwcwqw Tjþ1
w ðtÞ � T j

wðtÞ
� �

Dt ¼ QwaterðtÞ þ Qw;lossðtÞ
ð17Þ

Qw;lossðtÞ ¼ awpDinL T j
wðtÞ � T j

pðtÞ
h i

Dt ð18Þ

QwaterðtÞ ¼ cwqwSwL T j
wðt þ 1Þ � T j

wðtÞ
� � ð19Þ

where T j
wðtÞ and T j

pðtÞ are the temperature of the water and

pipelines, respectively, at an axial position of j and time t;
Qwater tð Þ is the heat stored by the water; Qw;loss tð Þ repre-

sents the heat transfer between water and pipelines; Δt is
the time step; L is the section length of the pipelines.

3.2.5.2 Heat balance of pipelines We ignore the variation

of the soil temperature and the axial variation of the

pipeline temperature and convert the dynamic heat con-

servation of pipelines, i.e., (15), into (20) and (21), using

the first-order upwind differences:

Qw;lossðtÞ � Qp;lossðtÞ ¼ cp T j
pðt þ 1Þ � T j

pðtÞ
h i

qpSpL ð20Þ

Qp;lossðtÞ ¼ asoilpDoutL T j
pðtÞ � Tsoil

h i
Dt ð21Þ

where Qp;loss tð Þ is the heat transfer between the pipelines

and soil.

3.2.5.3 Heat supply of a heating network The heat supply

of pipelines, which consists of the heat provided by the

CHP units and electric boilers, heats the backwater to form

the new supply water, i.e., by changing the water temper-

ature of the first section of heating network. Therefore, the

heat supply of the heating network can be described by

(22):

XN
i

QCHPðt; iÞ þ QeboilerðtÞ
" #

gex1

¼ uSwcwqw T 1
wðt þ 1Þ � TM

w ðtÞ� � ð22Þ

where gex1 is the efficiency of the primary heat exchanger

of the main heating network; T1
wðt þ 1Þ is the temperature

of the supply water at time t+1; TM
w ðtÞ is the temperature of

the back water at time t.

3.2.5.4 Temperature constraints of the heating net-
work Temperature constraints exist in all heating

networks, and the temperatures of the supply water and

back water are restricted to certain ranges, as described by

(23) and (24):

T s
w;min\T j

wðtÞ\T s
w;max for supply water pipe ð23Þ

Tb
w;min\T j

wðtÞ\Tb
w;max for return water pipe ð24Þ

where T s
w;min and T s

w;max are the minimum and maximum

temperature of the supply water, respectively; T b
w;min and

Tb
w;max are the minimum and maximum temperature of the

back water, respectively.

3.2.6 Buildings

3.2.6.1 Heat balance of indoor air In the winter of

Northeast China, heat is used primarily to warm buildings,

which can be considered a closed systems if we ignore air

exchange from opening/closing doors (see Fig. 6). There-

fore, the dynamic heat balance of indoor air is described as

(25). Using one-order upwind differences, (25) can be

described using (26)-(28).

Tsoil

L

Ground surface

Steel tubeInsulation layer

D
in

x

Tp(t)

u D
ou

t

Pipeline section j

w ( )jT t 1
w ( )jT t+

Fig. 5 Illustration of pipeline section
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Iair
dTinðtÞ
dt

¼ QinputðtÞ � QwallðtÞ ð25Þ

cairhsqair Tinðt þ 1Þ � TinðtÞ½ � ¼ QinputðtÞ � QwallðtÞ
� �

Dt

ð26Þ
QinputðtÞ ¼ uSwcwqw TK

w ðtÞ � TKþ1
w ðtÞ� �

gex2 ð27Þ
QwallðtÞ ¼ ainbinhs TinðtÞ � Twall;inðtÞ

� � ð28Þ
where Qinput tð Þ is the heat input from the heating network;

Qwall tð Þ is the heat transferred from the indoor air to the

walls; Iair is the heat capacity of the indoor air; Tin tð Þ is the
indoor air temperature; h is the height of each floor; s is the
floor area of the building; cair is the specific heat capacity

of air; qairis the density of air; TK
w ðtÞis the temperature of

the pipeline water that heats the buildings via secondary

heat exchangers; gex2 is the heat transfer efficiency of the

secondary heat exchangers; bin is the shape coefficient of

the inner walls, representing the ratio between the inner

wall area and volume of buildings; ainis the heat transfer

coefficient between the indoor air and walls; Twall;in tð Þ
represents the temperature of the inner walls.

3.2.6.2 Heat balance of walls The walls of buildings

have non-negligible heat storage capacity. The dynamic

heat balance of walls is described as (29). In addition, this

balance can be described using (30)-(32) in terms of one-

order upwind differences:

Iwall
dTwallðtÞ

dt
¼ QwallðtÞ � QlossðtÞ ð29Þ

cwallbinhsdqwall Twallðt þ 1Þ � TwallðtÞ½ �
¼ QwallðtÞ � QlossðtÞ½ �Dt ð30Þ

QlossðtÞ ¼ aoutbouths Twall;outðtÞ � ToutðtÞ
� � ð31Þ

TwallðtÞ ¼ Twall;inðtÞ þ Twall;outðtÞ
� ��

2 ð32Þ

where Qloss tð Þ is the heat transferred from the walls to the

outdoor air; Iwall is the heat capacity of the walls; Twall tð Þ is
the average temperature of the walls, see (32); cwall is the
specific heat capacity of the walls; qwallis the density of the

walls; δ is the wall thickness;aoutis the heat transfer coef-

ficient between the outdoor air and the walls; bout is the

shape coefficient of the outer walls, representing the ratio

between the outer wall area and the building volume;

Twall;out tð Þ represents the temperature of the outer walls;

Tout tð Þ is the outdoor air temperature.

3.2.7 The comfortable temperature of end users

The indoor air temperature should remain in a specific

range for the comfort of end users. Over different time

periods, end users may have different heat requirements.

Therefore, we can use more surplus wind power if we

assign different comfortable temperature limitations to

different time zones. Consequently, the energy from sur-

plus wind power can be stored within heat storage tanks or

the heating network and buildings when a lower indoor

temperature is acceptable, and can be released when

additional heat is needed. The equations of comfort tem-

perature of end users are provided by the following

expressions:

Tin;min1 � TinðtÞ� Tin;max t1 � t� t2 ð33Þ
Tin;min2 � TinðtÞ� Tin;max t2 � t� t3 ð34Þ
where t1, t2 and t3 are different time points of one day;

Tin;min1 and Tin;min2 are minimum indoor temperature limits

in one day; Tin;max is the maximum indoor temperature

limit.

3.3 Solving method

The model proposed above is a mixed integer non-linear

programming (MINLP) problem. Several methods have

been developed to solve this problem, including branch and

bound (BB), generalized benders decomposition (GBD),

outer approximation with equality relaxation (OA/ER),

among others. The DICOPT solver in GAMS based on the

OA/ER algorithm is used to solve the current problem. The

detailed solution method of the OA/ER algorithm is

described in [7].

4 Case study

Four case studies are applied to a day-ahead schedule

problem, and based on the optimization results, the actual

operational mode of wind power and CHP units can be

adjusted with the goal of minimizing coal consumption.

Qinput(t)

Qwall(t) Qloss(t)

Tin(t)

Twall,in(t)

Twall,out(t)

Twall(t)

Tout(t)

δ

Wall

Outdoor air

Indoor air

.

Fig. 6 Idealization of a building
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Case 1 represents the reference case, which does not con-

sider electric boilers or the thermal inertia of heating

network or buildings. The thermal inertia of a heating

network and buildings and the electric boilers using wind

power are included separately in Cases 2 and 3, respec-

tively. In Case 4, both factors are incorporated into the

model. The four cases are summarized in Table 1.

4.1 Wind power

In the four cases, the installed capacity of wind power is

400 MW, which is approximately 1/10 of the total installed

wind power in one province of Northeast China. The

hourly available output of wind power is derived and

scaled down from the simulated wind power output in the

province on January 10, 2014, and is set as the maximum

theoretical wind power output in case study. The available

power output curve shows a negative correlation with the

electricity load.

As shown in Fig. 7, the available output of wind power

is relatively large in the nighttime, when there is stronger

wind, but decreases in the daytime, whereas the power load

is typically high in the daytime. In addition, a 5% auxiliary

power ratio of wind power and a 5% line loss ratio are

considered in case study.

4.2 CHP units

In these cases, six sets of 200 MW CHP units are

assumed to be in the system, representing almost 1/10 of

the total installed CHP capacity in this province. The

detailed parameters of the units are shown in Table 2.

4.3 Electric boilers and heat storage tanks

The capacity of the electricity heat boilers is 15 MW,

and they are equipped with four heat storage tanks whose

maximum water storage is each 350 t. The electricity used

by the heat boilers all comes from wind power, and the

efficiency of the boiler system is assumed to be 95 %.

Additionally, the temperatures of the supply and back

water provided by electric boilers are 180°C and 70°C,
respectively.

4.4 Electricity load

The hourly electricity load is derived from the average

grid load data in 2014 and is multiplied by a factor of 0.1 to

match the installed generation capacity. As shown in

Fig. 8, the electricity demand is low in the nighttime but

high in the daytime, with a peak load of 821 MW.

4.5 District heating system

The district heating system is composed of CHP units,

electric boilers, hot water pipelines and end users. In the

main heating network, the water flow is 8000 m3/h, and

the heating distance is set as 13 km. The parameters of

the heating network and end users are listed in Tables 3

and 4.

The heat load is determined by the outdoor temperature

and the thermal comfort temperature of the end users. The

Table 1 Study cases

Case Electric boilers with

heat storage tanks

Thermal inertia of heating

network and buildings

Case 1 N/A N/A

Case 2 √ N/A

Case 3 N/A √

Case 4 √ √
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Fig. 7 Available output curve of wind power

Table 2 Parameters of CHP units

Parameter

of CHP

units

Capacity

(MW)

Min

power

load

(MW)

Max

heat

load

(t/h)

Coal consumption

coefficient

a b c

Value 200 90 360 331.8 55.7 -4634.0
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Fig. 8 Electricity demand curve
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hourly outdoor temperature is selected from typical winter

temperature data of Changchun, the capital of Jilin Pro-

vince. The minimum thermal comfort temperature for end

users is set to 16°C in the nighttime and 18°C in the day-

time. The maximum thermal comfort temperature is set to

25°C.

5 Results and discussion

5.1 Power balance

The hourly power balance for each case is shown in

Fig. 9, and the electricity produced by CHP units and wind

power for each case is shown in Fig. 10. Relative to Case 1,

additional wind power in the other cases can be integrated

in off-peak hours. In Case 1, the minimum power load of

CHP units is limited due to the high heat output, leading to

a wind curtailment ratio of 16.2%, as shown in Fig. 11.

When introducing electric boilers, the wind power cur-

tailment is reduced by 282 MWh, and the wind curtailment

ratio is 7.5%. By contrast, the thermal inertia of the heating

network decreases the wind curtailment ratio to 11.2%, and

164 MWh wind curtailment is reduced relative to Case 1.

This finding indicates the high effectiveness of electric

boilers in reducing wind curtailment relative to thermal

inertia, the reason for which is that a proportion of wind

power is used for heating in Case 2, consuming curtailed

wind power directly.

Table 3 Parameters of the heating network

Parameters of heating network Values

Inner diameter of pipeline (mm) 1200

External diameter of pipeline (mm) 1400

Heat capacity of pipeline (kJ/(kg K)) 0.465

Heat transfer coefficient between water and pipe (kW/

(m2 K))

1

Thickness of insulation (mm) 57

Thermal conductivity of insulation (kW/(m2 K)) 0.023

Table 4 Parameters of the end users

Parameters of end users Values

Heating area (million m2) 12

Floor height (m) 2.8

Heat capacity of building structure (kJ/(kg K)) 0.88

Heat capacity of indoor air (kJ/(m3 K)) 1.297

Heat transfer coefficient between indoor air and external

building structure (W/(m2 K))

3

Thickness of building structure (m) 0.24

Shape coefficient (m−1) 0.25

Ratio between internal and external building structure 2.6
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In Case 4, CHP units produce 16.2 GWh of electricity,

which is the lowest of the four cases. In addition, the wind

curtailment ratio reaches 6.3% of the total wind power

production, indicating an improvement in reducing wind

curtailment and increasing the flexibility of CHP units by

combining electric boilers and heating network thermal

inertia.

5.2 Coal consumption

Figure 12 shows the coal consumption of CHP units in

one day for each case, according to which the coal con-

sumption decreases gradually. Case 1 employs the original

schedule without considering the electric boilers and ther-

mal inertia. A high amount of coal is consumed in Case 1,

reaching 5820 t per day. Relative to Case 1, Case 2 saves

40 t of coal through the use of electric heating boilers. Also

relative to Case 1, the coal consumption of Case 3 is

reduced by 100 t, which shows that when considering the

thermal inertia, a heating network offers a higher coal

saving potential than that of electric boilers. Moreover,

when the two factors are combined in Case 4, the system

features the lowest coal consumption.

Even though the electric boilers appear to be more

effective than thermal inertia at reducing wind curtailment

according to Fig. 11, the latter method has a higher

potential for reducing coal consumption. The wind cur-

tailment is reduced by 283 MWh and 164 MWh in Cases 2

and 3, respectively, relative to Case 1. Consequently, 0.14

metric tons of coal can be saved when integrating 1 MWh

of wind power for considering electric boilers, and intro-

ducing the thermal inertia of a heating network can reduce

0.61 t of coal by integrating 1 MWh of wind power. The

difference between the two solutions at reducing coal

consumption emphasizes the low heating efficiency of

electric boilers.

5.3 Heat production

As shown in Fig. 13, the CHP heat production in one

day is 46340 GJ in Case 1 and 45756 GJ in Case 2. In Case

2, the electric boilers supply 597 GJ of heat. When intro-

ducing thermal inertia of the heating network, the CHP

heat production drops to 40,790 GJ.

These results demonstrate that in Case 3, the thermal

inertia of the heating network is intensively applied, which

reduces the total heat supply by almost 12%. The heat

production of electric boilers in Case 4 is 523 GJ, less than

that in Case 2. However, Case 4 achieves the lowest wind

curtailment, because the combination of electric boilers

and thermal inertia in Case 4 increases the flexibility of

CHP units, making it possible to integrate additional wind

power into the grid. Furthermore, although the coal con-

sumption for heating in Case 4 is higher than that of Case

3, the decrease in coal consumption from the electricity

load reduction results in Case 4 featuring the smallest total

coal consumption.

The total heat supply in the system is used primarily in

two ways: heat storage in different mediums and heat loss.

In Case 3, less heat is supplied than in Case 1 because the

heat stored in different mediums is released to the system,

offsetting part of the heat demand. The optimization time

period in the model is 24 hours, indicating that to achieve

the lowest coal consumption, the optimized result provides

a method for CHP unit dispatching and simultaneously

reduces wind curtailment. Since the outdoor temperature

and the output of wind power vary considerably over each

day, it is feasible that we can perform optimized dis-

patching of CHPs to reduce wind curtailment when the

wind power is strong.
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The balances of the Grid, CHP units, wind power units,

the heat supply, coal consumption and reduction are listed

in Table 5 for Case 1–Case 4, which could clearly show the

flow of substances and energy.

5.4 Heat transport

The temperature of supply water along the pipeline in

Case 3 is shown in Fig.14. Tw1, Tw2 and Tw3 represent the
supply water temperature at starting, middle and terminal

point of the pipeline. It is obvious that the temperature

decreases with water flows along the pipeline. There also

has a time delay from Tw1 to Tw3 due to the water flow time

needed, which is around 2 hours for the whole water supply

pipeline.

Fig. 15 shows the indoor air temperature for each case.

The lower limit of the indoor temperature is 16°C between

1 a.m. and 9 a.m. and 18°C after 9 a.m. The indoor tem-

perature varies frequently before 9 a.m. but subsequently

remains near 18°C. Relative to Case 1, the indoor tem-

perature is at a relatively higher level than that of Case 3

and Case 4, which considers the heat storage ability of heat

users.

Fig. 16 shows the heat storage of different mediums in

Case 4; positive values indicate that the mediums are

storing heat, whereas negative values denote heat release.

The cumulative figure indicates whether the system is

predominantly storing or releasing heat over each time

interval. The building structure has the highest heat storage

capacity, reaching almost 400 GJ, and the heat capacity of

water is slightly lower. The relative storage capacity of the

air and pipeline is much smaller.

According to the hourly heat storage of the mediums,

more heat is produced and stored at peak hours. During that

time, CHP units must run at a higher load and
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Table 5 The Balances of the results

Parameter Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

Grid (MWh)

Demand 19091 19091 19091 19091

Generated by CHP 16391 16284 16227 16224

Wind power to grid 2699 2806 2863 2866

CHP units

Power(MWh) 16391 16284 16227 16224

Heat(1000GJ) 46.34 45.76 40.80 42.49

Wind power (MWh)

Available 3224 3224 3224 3224

Generated 2699 2980 2863 3019

To grid 2699 2806 2863 2866

Wind to heat 0 174 0 153

Curtailment 524 241 360 204

Curtailment reduction base 283 164 320

Curtail ratio(%) 16.3 7.5 11.2 6.3

Heat (1000GJ)

Total heat supply 46.34 46.36 40.8 43.01

By CHP 46.34 45.76 40.8 42.49

By Electric Boiler 0 0.6 0 0.52

Coal (t)

Coal consumption 5820.2 5780 5720.1 5706.5

Coal saving base 40.2 100.1 113.7

Coal saving by electric boiler 0 0.014 0 0.012

Coal saving by wind power 35.7 54.5 55.4

Coal saving by thermal inertial 0 0 45.6 58.3
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simultaneously produce additional heat. In contrast, the

heat is released to the end users in off-peak hours, when the

load of the CHP is lower, further reducing coal consump-

tion. Furthermore, the heat released can replace part of the

heat supply and reduce the minimum power output of CHP

units. Therefore, more wind power is integrated to the grid,

and less wind curtailment is achieved.

Qnet ¼ Qchp þ Qeboiler � Qw;loss

Figure 17 shows the heat production of CHP units and

electric boilers with heat storage tanks, the heat demand of

end users in Case 4, and the heat loss of water in the

heating network. Relative to the CHP units, the heat

production of electric boilers is small, and this is mainly

determined by the assumption of the electric boiler

capacity in this model. The heat demand of end users is

used for heating the indoor air and the buildings, and some

is lost as heat dissipation to the outdoors. The virtual

variable, Qnet, is approximately equal to the heat

transported to the end users. If Qnet is larger than Qinput,

i.e., more heat will be directed to the end users, and some

heat will be stored in the walls. If Qnet is less than Qinput, i.

e., less heat will be directed to the end users, then some

heat will be released from the walls to heat the indoor air.

These findings are also supported by Fig. 16.

6 Conclusion

To reduce the coal consumption and CO2 emissions and

integrate additional wind power into the electricity grid in

Northeast China, this paper presented an optimization

model for the joint dispatch of heat and power by consid-

ering the energy storage of electric boilers and the thermal

inertia of district heating systems. Based on actual grid data

for Northeast China, the proposed method is applied to four

cases with/without considering this energy storage capa-

bility. The results show that the electric boilers and the

thermal inertia of the heating network hold great potential

for reducing both coal consumption and wind

curtailment.

By introducing electric boilers into the regional heating

system, wind curtailment and coal consumption are

reduced simultaneously (relative to the reference case).

Electric boilers can consume a proportion of the extra wind

power directly. As a type of flexible heat source, these

boilers could accommodate some of the heat requirements

of CHP units, expanding their operational flexibility and

integrating additional wind power.

Relative to electric boilers, a consideration of the ther-

mal inertia of district heating systems is effective for coal

consumption reduction; however, less wind power curtail-

ment occurs at the given system configuration. When

considering both types of energy storage capacities in

terms of heat and power dispatching, the coal consumption

and wind curtailment are reduced significantly.

The results provide a method for CHP load dispatching

to reduce wind curtailment and coal consumption over an

optimized time period. In actual grid dispatching, the

outdoor temperature and the output of wind power in each

day vary considerably, which is a much more complex

scenario than was considered in the model. However, it is

feasible that we can conduct optimized load dispatching of

CHP units when the wind power is strong, integrating

additional wind power into the grid. The potential of this

method over a longer time period is a topic to be investi-

gated in the future.
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